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Tendency towards Local Spin Compensation of Holes in the High-T, Copper Compounds
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Using an Anderson impurity description of the high-T, superconductors, we study the character of the
states closest to the Fermi level. In a kind of phase diagram involving the Cu d-d Coulomb interaction
(U), the charge-transfer energy (6), and the hybridization (T), we show under which conditions the
singlet, triplet, or delocalized ligand hole states are closest to the Fermi level. For reasonable values of T
the lowest-energy hole states are local singlets ('A~I) of primarily d L character for U) 6 and local
triplets ( Bitt) of primarily d character for U & A.

PACS numbers: 74.70.Vy, 71.10.+x, 79.60.Cn

One of the most sought after basic aspects of the
high-temperature superconductors concerns the nature of
the states closest to the Fermi level. There seems to be a
general consensus that these states are strongly localized
on the Cu02 planes. Realizing that the first ionization
states in, e.g. , insulating La2Cu04 would be the holes
present in substituted and superconducting Laz —„Sr„-
Cu04, it is interesting to try to determine the nature of
these first ionization states. There are strong spectro-
scopic' indications that these states are of primarily
0-2p character or holes in the oxygen band in the substi-
tuted materials. This would put the insulators in the 8
(charge-transfer gap) region of the Zaanen-Sawatzky-
Allen diagram which would move towards region D
(ligand hole conduction) upon substitution. This would

imply that the Cu d-d Coulomb interaction (U) is
stronger than the 0-2p-Cu-3d charge-transfer energy
(6). This experimental evidence coupled with the argu-
ments given by Zaanen, Sawatzky, and Allen lead us to
believe that important information concerning the nature
of the charge carriers can be obtained by studying the
Anderson impurity Hamiltonian in which the transla-
tional symmetry of the Cu ions is neglected. In this pa-
per we present the results of such a study and address
especially the questions concerning the origin, sign, and
size of the exchange coupling between the doping in-

duced 0-2p holes with the already present Cu-3d holes.
It turns out that this exchange is always ferromagnetic in
octahedral symmetry (0& point group) but for a large
range of parameters strongly antiferromagnetic in square
planar coordination (D4h point group), forming local
singlet states. Such a singlet state has in fact been as-
sumed to be present in several theoretical investigations
of the high-T, material. ' We note that in the use of a
single (s-like) band Hubbard model, one also assumes lo-
cal singlet states in that the spin is zero for other than
single occupation. Zhang and Rice' have shown that
such a singlet state with primarily 0-2p hole character is
not inconsistent with a resonating-valence-bond descrip-
tion of the high-T, materials. In addition such a local
singlet character could be the reason for the rapid disap-
pearance of magnetic order with substitutions.

In the calculations we consider the Cu-3d states as in-
dependent impurities hybridizing with an 0-2p band. 's

Although there is both theoretical' and experimental
evidence for substantial 0-2p-0-2p interactions (4-7
eV), we can safely neglect these in the low-hole-density
limit considered here. The resulting Anderson impurity
Hamiltonian (H=Hp+Ht) is given by

Hp=g deect c, +pe dtd
m m

+g~ de[T(m)d c, +H.c.],
m

U(m, m', n, n')d~td~ d~td„
m, m', n, n'

Here ct creates electrons in the ligand (oxygen) band
with energy e. The operators d create Cu-3d electrons.
The indices m, m', n, and n' denote the spin and orbital
quantum numbers. Hp describes the (one-particle) in-
teraction between the Cu-3d and 0-2p orbitals, and H~
the Cu-3d Coulomb repulsion.

The ground state is given by one hole in a 3d orbital
(d ) with some mixed in ligand hole band character
(d '

Lk ). Removal of an extra electron by means of dop-
ing or photoemission leaves us with a two-hole problem
which is exactly solvable. To calculate the ionization
states of Cu in square planar coordination of oxygen, we
use the formalistn developed by Zaanen and Sawatzky'
to calculate ground states, band gaps, and spectral line
shapes of transition-metal compounds.

In square planar symmetry the labels m are, aside
from spin, taken to be the btg (d„~ 2), ats (d3, 2 2),
bzs (d„~), and es (d„„d~,) orbitals which are the irre-
ducible representations spanned by a d hole in a D4&

point group. The ligand hole wave functions used are
taken to be linear combinations of 0-2p orbitals with the
above symmetries. If we take T(m) to be the nearest-
neighbor matrix element coupling d with ~L as defined
above, it is easy to show that T(at~) =T(b&e)/J3 and

T(eg ) =T(b2g )/ J2. Since, in general, tt bonding is
about —,

' of the tT bonding, we take T(b2g) =T(b~g)/2.
These differences in T(m) yield the ligand field splitting
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and the fact that T for b1g is the largest causes the
ground state to be that with one hole in an (antibonding)
orbital of bi (d„2 y2) symmetry which has predominant-

ly Cu (d ) character for a large charge-transfer energy
(~).

The ground state is the lowest-energy pole of the one-
hole Green's function

g,'(m, z) =—(e I
dt d

I
e)1

3B1

= [z —8+ e' —T (m )I (z —8+6) ] 3R2

where

r(z) =„de,"" p(e)
J —oo Z+p

and the vacuum state
I
@) is taken to be the state with a

full 0-2p band and Cu in a d' configuration. Taking

=e(big�

) =0, we get a ground state stabilized by hy-
bridization by an amount
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where p(e) is the 0-2p band density of states.
The d-electron-removal (photoelectron) spectrum is

given by the solutions of an also exactly solvable two-
hole Green's function. ' However, now we must take
into account the d-d Coulomb and exchange interactions
defined by the A, B, and C Racah parameters. The d
states span singlet and triplet irreducible representations
in D4g for which the Coulomb and exchange matrix ele-
ments and basis functions are given in Ref. 18.

An exact expression for a two-particle problem can be
written in terms of the T matrix by use of G=GO
+GOTGO and T =H i+H i GOT. The matrix elements of
Hi are determined by the A, B, and C Racah parame-
ters. ' The d-electron-removal spectrum is determined
by

Gdd(m, m';z)—= (g.s. Id Gd Ig.s.),

where I g.s.) is the (one hole) ground state and G
=(z —b+H)

It is easy to show that in terms of the two-hole irre-
ducible representations I i

Gdd (m, m';z)

=Xi(b igm I ~II) )(I) I }ib lgm)Gdd (m, m', z;r, ),

Gdd (m, m', z;r 1)

=gd (m, z) Bmm'+ gd (m, z)(nd) Ts,'",m (I) )gd (m', z),

where (b igm I JI i) is the fractional parentage.
To solve these equations we used a semielliptical 0-2p

band of total width 8' the free-ion Racah 8 =0.15 and
C=0.58 parameters, and treated the Racah A parame-
ter, 4, and T(b lg) as variables.

In Fig. 1 an example of a d spectral distribution as

FIG. 1. The d-electron-removal spectral weight calculated
for 2 7.6 eV, 5 =2.75 eV, T(big& =2.35 eV, and W=4.4 eV.
Also shown are the contributions from the various irreducible
representations.

calculated for W=4.4 eV, T(biz) =2.35 eV, A =7.6 eV,
and d, 2.75 eV (Ref. 23) is shown. Also shown is the
decomposition of the d spectral distribution into the vari-
ous final-state irreducible representations. We see that
the hybridization is strong because the spectral weight of
all of them is spread out over a large energy range. Of
most interest is the first peak which is of pure 'A ig char-
acter. '4

In Fig. 2 we show, in a A —5 (Ref. 25) against
T(b ig ) diagram for W =4.4 eV (solid curves) and
W=2.0 eV (dashed curves), the various possible types of
first ionization states. The curves drawn give the boun-
daries for obtaining, respectively, 'A&g or B1g bound
states as indicated. The hatched regions marked I, II,
and III refer to W=4.4 eV. In region I there are no
bound states. In region II the Big discrete state is the
first ionization state whereas in region III the singlet
('A lg) state is the lowest in energy. From this figure we
see that for sufficiently large A —A and T(big) a local
singlet is the lowest ionization state. These limits are
well below the values generally accepted from experi-
mental data for the high-T, materials strongly indicating
that these lie in region III. McMahan, Martin, and Sat-
pathy' have recently calculated values for the parame-
ters which upon translation to our notation become
A —6=4.5 eV and T(big) =3.2 eV. We have included
in Fig. 2 this point which lies well into region III.

It is also interesting to note that for A ~ h, , in which
case the first ionization state would be of primarily Cu +
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FIG. 3. The energy above the band of the 'AIg and BIg
discrete states as a function of T(b~~) for various values of

FIG. 2. A plot showing the parameters A —& and T(b&z)
for which the 'A Ig and the BIg states just form discrete states
and a division into regions corresponding to the following: I,
no discrete state; II, 'BIg discrete state; and III, 'AIg discrete
state as the lowest-energy states. The solid lines are drawn for
8'=4.4 eV and the dashed lines for 8'=2 eV. The calcula-
tions are done with h, 2.75 eV. The asterisk is the position
obtained from the parameters of Ref. 19.

(d ) character, the triplet and not the singlet state
would be the lowest for any reasonable value of T(bts),
so if Cu + (d ) were present it would be high spin

The same calculation can be repeated for Ot, symme-
try, for which the dz2 y2 and d3, 2 2 orbitals hybridize
equally strongly with the ligand states. Since the triplet
d states (d„2 r 2d 3 2 2) are lower in energy than the
singlet state (d„2 r2d 2 r2) (Hund's rule), the lowest-
energy state pushed out of the band will always be a trip-
let.

For the parameters used for Fig. 1, which are close to
expected values for the high-T, materials, we find that
the first ionization state is a singlet ( A~s). It is split
from the band because of hybridization with the d
('A&s) state but it in fact has only 4% d character al-
though, as is evident from Fig. 1, it has considerable
Cu-d spectral weight (18%) because both the d and
d L can be reached from the ground state by d emission.
Because of the small amount of d character in the first
ionization state, it seems quite reasonable to neglect this
and use a model Hamiltonian with Udd ~. However,
it is then extremely important to include a ligand
hole-Cu d hole antiferromagnetic exchange interaction
as well as a strongly reduced ligand hole dispersional
bandwidth and a Cu interatomic antiferromagnetic su-

perexchange. An estimate of the ligand hole-Cu d hole
exchange is given by the energy separation of the 'A

&g

and Big discrete states or the 'A
~g separation from the

band. This is shown in Fig. 3 for various values of A —6
as a function of T for 8'=4.4 eV. We see that for
A —6 =4 eV (which would correspond to A =7 eV,
5=3 eV) and T 2.4 eV the exchange defined as above
is about 0.3 eV. The exchange interaction using the
calculated parameters of McMahan, Martin, and Sat-
pathy' is even larger (=0.8 eV). These values are at
least an order of magnitude larger than the Cu-Cu su-
perexchange and therefore would tend to break up anti-
ferromagnetic long-range order in preference to local
singlet formation.

In conclusion, we have shown that the lowest ioniza-
tion states of the Cu02 layers in the high-T, materials
are, using an impurity model, most likely discrete singlet
states. This conclusion is not very sensitive to the choice
of the 0-2p band shape or width for parameter sets suit-
able for the high T, 's. These states correspond to a d
hole and a ligand hole of combined singlet ('A~s) char-
acter which is lowest in energy because of the hybridiza-
tion with much higher lying Cu-d states of 'Rig char-
acter. The lowest-energy state is of primarily big char-
acter although some a12g b22g and eg2 characters are
mixed in. The order of the unhybridized d states 'Rig
and Big is inverted for the d L state in D4p but not in

Op, symmetry, showing the importance of the low sym-
metry for the high T, s. This inverted ordering, resulting
in a singlet lowest-energy state, appears only for U& 4
for reasonable values of the transfer integral. We are of
the opinion that these states, upon inclusion of transla-
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tional symmetry, form the quasiparticle states responsi-
ble for the conductivity and superconductivity in the
high- T, materials.

After submission of this paper, we were informed of
the calculation by McMahan, Martin, and Satpathy'
who also obtained a singlet for the lowest-energy ioniza-
tion state of Laqeuo4.
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Note that h, is defined from the center of the 0-2p band.
The equivalent cluster value of h, would be about 0.5-1 eV.

Note that we have taken the point-charge contributions to
the crystal field to be zero so that for zero hybridization the d'
states are those of the free ion (dashed lines in Fig. 1).

In Figs. 2 and 3 the value of 5 plays a role only via the d' L
band. The positions of the singlet and triplet bound states are
therefore only weakly dependent on h, and depend mainly on
A —h, .

For an oxygen bandwidth of 2 eV, the exchange defined
above is even larger. For the same parameters we find 0.5 eV
as compared to 0.3 eV for 8'=4.4 eV.
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